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ABSTRACT We report on the application of a poly(methyl acrylate)/poly(ethylene glycol)-based polymer gel electrolyte and
triphenylamine-based metal-free organic dyes in quasi-solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells. The poly(methyl acrylate)/poly(ethylene
glycol) hybrid is beneficial to the entrapment of a large volume of liquid electrolyte. At 25 °C, the ionic conductivity and the triiodide
ionic diffusion constant of the as-prepared polymer gel electrolyte are 2.1 mS cm-1 and 2.3 × 10-6 cm2 s-1, respectively. The quasi-
solid-state solar cell sensitized by triphenylamine-based dyes attains an overall energy conversion efficiency of 5.76% at a light intensity
of 30 mW cm-2. The presence of poly(ethylene glycol) in the electrolyte obviously increases the conductivity and energy conversion
efficiency compared to that without poly(ethylene glycol).
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INTRODUCTION

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) have been inten-
sively studied over the past decade and regarded
as an alternative to the conventional inorganic

device because of their relatively high efficiency and low cost
(1). In the DSCs, the electrolyte and dye play important roles
in the determination of the efficiency and long-term stability
(2). At present, an acetonitrile-based liquid-state electrolyte
is usually used. However, the use of a liquid-state electrolyte
always results in encapsulation and long-term stability issues
at higher temperatures. It is thus that several attempts have
been made to replace the liquid electrolyte with all-solid-state
p-type inorganic semiconductors (CuI, CuSCN, etc.) (3, 4),
organic hole-transport materials such as triarylamine- or
poly(thiophene)-based derivatives (5, 6), and succinonitrile-
based plastic crystal electrolytes (7).

Nevertheless, the energy conversion efficiency of the all-
solid-state DSCs is lower mainly because of the poor mobility
of the charge carriers in the electrolytes and the imperfect
contact interface between the electrolyte and the dye-
covered nanocrystalline TiO2 layers (8). On the contrary, the
polymer gel electrolytes can improve these contacts and can
simply be fabricated (9-11). The first polymer gel electrolyte
for DSCs reported in 1995 was prepared by gelation of the
liquid-state electrolyte with poly(acrylonitrile) (12). After-
ward, a series of polymers and polymer hybrids such as
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene), poly(m-
ethyl acrylate) (PMA), poly(acrylic acid)/poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG), and poly(acrylamide)/PEG were employed to fabricate

the quasi-solid-state DSCs with satisfactory conversion ef-
ficiency, making the DSCs viable for practical application
(2, 13-15). In polymer hybrids, the presence of PEG can
increase the absorbent ability for liquid electrolytes, conse-
quently improving the ionic conductivity (14, 15). In addi-
tion, PEG can interact with TiO2 through Tir O bonds and
suppress back electron transfer from TiO2 to I3

- at the TiO2/
electrolyte interface, which is beneficial to the improvement
of the open-circuit voltage (Voc) (16). On the other hand, PMA
has ester groups on its polymer chain and can form a
homogeneous hybrid without phase disengagement by
intermolecular interaction with PEG in a suitable ratio. Thus,
it is expected that the PMA/PEG hybrid can entrap a large
amount of liquid electrolyte and possess moderate ionic
conductivity and good chemical stability, thus further im-
proving the photovolataic performance of the PMA-based
quasi-solid-state DSCs.

Another key part of DSCs is the dye. DSCs based on
ruthenium complexes have exhibited the highest energy
conversion efficiency, while metal-free organic dyes have
also attracted increasing interest in recent years because of
their high molar extinction coefficient (17), diversity of
molecule structures, simple synthesis, and low cost (18).
Moreover, the higher molar extinction coefficient of organic
dyes in the visible region allows light harvesting to be
accomplished within thinner photoanodes (17, 19). Thin
TiO2 films enable a high electron collection ratio, making it
possible to assemble high-efficiency quasi-solid-state DSCs
(20). However, to the best of our knowledge, these types of
solar cells with metal-free organic dyes and a hybrid polymer
gel electrolyte have been seldom studied. Our group has
reported a series of metal-free triphenylamine-based organic
dyes (21-23). Among them, TPAR4 and TC4 (shown in
Figure 1) with a liquid-state electrolyte have exhibited
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considerable energy conversion efficiency of 5.84% and
4.82%, respectively (21, 22). As an extended study, it would
be valuable to investigate the photovoltaic performance of
these two organic dyes in combination with the polymer gel
electrolyte. Therefore, in the present study, we report, for
the first time, the preparation and application of a PMA/PEG
hybrid gel electrolyte to construct quasi-solid-state DSCs with
metal-free dyes of TPAR4 and TC4.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All reagents used were of analytical grade. The

organic dyes TPAR4 and TC4 were synthesized according to refs
21 and 22, respectively. TiO2 powder (P25, Degussa AG of
Germany) consists of 30 wt % rutile and 70 wt % anatase.
Conductive glass of fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO; 20 Ω sq-1) was
purchased from Wanyelong Co. of China. H2PtCl6 was supplied
by Shanghai Xingao Chemical Reagent Co. Surlyn film (25 µm)
was purchased from Heptachroma of China. Other reagents
were purchased from Jinhua Co. of China.

Preparation of a Polymer Hybrid and a Polymer Hybrid-
Based Gel Electrolyte. The fabrication process of a polymer gel
electrolyte is shown in Figure 2a. In a typical preparation,
ammonium persulfate (polymerization initiator, 1 wt % methyl
acrylate) was dissolved in PEG-400 (4 g) at room temperature.
Then, the mixture was added into distilled methyl acrylate (7.26
g) under vigorous stirring at 70-75 °C in a nitrogen atmo-
sphere. After polymerization, a homogeneous mixture was
formed (Figure 2b). The content of PEG in this hybrid is 35 wt
% [PMA/PEG (65/35)]. In the meantime, the organic solvent was
obtained by mixing ethylene carbonate (EC) and propylene
carbonate (PC) with different mass ratios. Predetermined
amounts of LiI and I2 (10 mol % of LiI) were dissolved in the
binary organic solvent mixture. After that, 27 wt % PMA/PEG
(65/35) hybrid was added into the above solution. Finally, the
resulting mixture was heated at 80 °C under vigorous stirring
until no solid was observed. After naturally cooling down to
room temperature, a uniform motionless polymer gel electro-
lyte was obtained (Figure 2c).

Assembly of DSCs. The FTO glass was immersed in a 50 mM
TiCl4 aqueous solution at 70 °C for 0.5 h (24). The TiO2 paste
used to prepare the TiO2 film consists of 16.2 wt % P25 and
4.5 wt % ethyl cellulose in terpineol. A layer of TiO2 paste was
coated on the pretreated FTO by screen-printing and then dried
for 5 min at 125 °C, following the literature procedure (25). The
thickness of the TiO2 films was controlled by repetition of the
screen-printing. The prepared TiO2 films were calcined at 450
°C for 30 min under flowing oxygen to completely oxidize the
organic materials such as ethyl cellulose and terpineol in the
paste. After cooling to room temperature, the films were treated
with a 50 mM TiCl4 aqueous solution and recalcined at 450 °C
for 30 min. This treatment with TiCl4 can improve the short-
circuit photocurrent density (Jsc) as well as the open-circuit
voltage (Voc) of the DSCs (26). The surface profiling of the

obtained films was measured by a Dektak-150 surface profiler.
Figure 3a shows a three-dimensional surface image of the
porous and rough TiO2 film prepared by screen-printing four
times. The average roughness (Ra) is measured to be 2.58 µm,
and the thickness is around 8 µm, which is further confirmed
by the two-dimensional image in Figure 3b.

The as-prepared TiO2 films were immersed in a dry methanol
solution of the organic dyes (all dye solutions had a standard
concentration of 3 × 10-4 M) and kept at room temperature
for 24 h in the dark to adsorb the dyes on the surface of the
TiO2 film. The Pt counter electrodes were prepared by spin-
coating a H2PtCl6 solution (50 mM isopropyl alcohol) onto FTO
glass and sintering at 390 °C for 0.5 h. Two types of DSCs were
fabricated in this work. The first type of DSCs was assembled
as follows: The dye-covered TiO2 electrode and the Pt counter
electrode were separated by adhesive tape. The electrolyte was
dripped on the dye-covered TiO2 film at 80 °C. The two
electrodes were clipped together for photovoltaic and electro-
chemical measurements. The second type of DSCs for the long-
term stability test (at 60 °C for 1000 h in the dark) was sealed
by a Surlyn film (27). The two electrodes were separated by a
Surlyn film hot-melt ring and sealed by heating. The internal
space was evacuated, and the electrolyte was injected from the
predrilled hole on the counter electrode at 80 °C. Finally, the
electrolyte introduction hole was sealed with a Surlyn sheet
under a thin glass cover by heating. The rigorous sealing of DSCs
for the stability test is necessary because the electrolyte be-
comes flexible at higher temperature (28).

Instruments and Measurements. The thermograms were
measured with a Mettler Toledo DSC1/500/352 at a heating rate
of 10 °C min-1. The microstructures of the as-prepared polymer
and polymer hybrid were investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM; JEOL JSM-6700F field emission). The samples
for SEM were prepared by loading the polymer gel electrolytes
into water to shrink the absorbed liquid electrolyte and PEG and
then freeze-drying prior to SEM observation. Impedance, vol-
tammetry, and open-circuit voltage decay (OCVD) experiments
were performed on a computer-controlled PARSTAT 2273
Advanced Electrochemical System (Princeton Applied Re-
search). The impedance measurements were carried out in the
frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with an amplitude
of 10 mV.

The ionic conductivity and temperature dependence of the
polymer gel electrolyte were determined by impedance mea-
surements. The electrolyte was sandwiched between two mir-
ror-finished stainless steel electrodes using a Teflon ring spacer
in a constant-volume cylindrical cell and was sealed with
paraffin in the glovebox. The sealed cell was maintained at
various constant temperatures for at least 1 h prior to each
measurement. The conductivity was calculated from the bulk
resistance Rb. The cell constant was determined by calibration
before and after measurement with a 0.1 M KCl aqueous
solution. The diffusion constant of I3

- was measured by cyclic
voltammetry with a sandwich cell composed of two platinized
FTO glass electrodes separated by a 50 µm spacer (schemati-
cally illustrated in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The
scan rate was 0.01 V s-1.

The photocurrent density-voltage characteristics of DSCs
were measured by a Keithley 2400 digital source meter con-
trolled by a computer. A 500 W xenon lamp served as the
sunlight simulator in combination with a band-pass filter
(400-800 nm) to remove UV and IR radiation. Further calibra-
tion was carried out by a USB4000 plug-and-play miniature
fiber-optic spectrometer (Ocean Co.).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis of

the Polymer Hybrid. The miscibility of the polymer

FIGURE 1. Molecular structures of triphenylamine-based dyes TPAR4
and TC4. The different parts are marked by different colors.
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hybrid was studied by differential scanning calorimetry. The
curve a in Figure 4 is the thermogram of pure PMA, showing
a glass transition temperature (Tg) of 18 °C. The thermogram
of pure PEG shown in curve c displays a melting temperature
(Tm) of 6 °C. Curve b is the thermogram of PMA/PEG (65/
35). It can be seen that Tg disappears for the PMA/PEG hybrid
and that Tm is decreased to -4 °C because of the intermo-
lecular interaction between PMA and PEG. The disappear-
ance of Tg together with the decrease of Tm indicates that
the hybrid is miscible (29).

Optimization and Characterization of the Poly-
mer Gel Electrolyte. The polymer gel electrolyte was
optimized by adjusting the mass ratio of EC/PC and the
concentration of LiI. The binary organic mixture containing
EC and PC is used as the solvent of the polymer gel
electrolyte. Figure 5 indicates that the content of EC and the

concentration of LiI have a great influence on the ionic
conductivity of the electrolyte. EC has a high dielectric
constant (εr ) 90 at 40 °C), which is beneficial to the
formation of free salvation ions of the lithium salt and affords
more charge carriers (30). The ionic conductivity first in-
creases and then decreases as the EC content increases from
15 to 90 wt %, achieving the maximum value at 80 wt %
(Figure 5a). When the content of EC exceeds 80 wt %, the
ionic conductivity decreases because of crystallization of EC
(Tm ) 37 °C). The solvent PC with a relatively low dielectric
constant (εr ) 65 at 25 °C) can solve EC to form a binary
organic solvent mixture. The mass ratio of EC/PC is fixed at
8/2 in this study.

Figure 5b presents the variation of the ionic conductivity
as a function of the concentration of LiI. The ionic conductiv-
ity attains a maximum of 2.1 mS cm-1 at a concentration
of 0.6 M. When the concentration of LiI is lower, an
increased LiI concentration can supply more charge carriers,
hence resulting in larger ionic conductivity. At concentra-
tions higher than 0.6 M, LiI cannot be ionized completely
and forms associated ions. The mobility of the associated
ions is restrained and contributes less to the ionic conductiv-
ity (28). Thus, the optimal polymer gel electrolyte is com-
posed of a 27 wt % PMA/PEG (65/35) hybrid, 0.6 M LiI, and
0.06 M I2 in the mixed solvent of EC/PC with a mass ratio of
8/2.

In order to illustrate the effect of PEG, PMA/PEG-based
polymer gel electrolytes with different PEG contents (0, 20,

FIGURE 2. (a) Illustration of the preparation process of the PMA/PEG-based polymer gel electrolyte. Photographs of (b) a PMA/PEG (65/35)
hybrid and (c) a PMA/PEG-based polymer gel electrolyte in the glass bottle.

FIGURE 3. (a) Three-dimensional and (b) two-dimensional surface profiling of the TiO2 film prepared by screen-printing four times. In part b,
the red line is the smoothing line of the measured result (black line).

FIGURE 4. Differential scanning calorimetry thermograms of (a)
PMA, (b) PMA/PEG (65/35), and (c) PEG with a heating rate of 10 °C
min-1.
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and 35 wt %) in the hybrids were prepared. Figure 6 shows
the SEM images of cross sections of swollen polymers after
electrolyte extraction from the polymer matrix. It can be
clearly observed that all samples display porous structure
and that the size and quantity of the pores in the polymer
correlate with the content of PEG. The formation of pores is
possibly due to shrinkage of the polymer matrix after
extraction of PEG and the liquid electrolyte (14) during the
sample preparation process for SEM measurement. The
numerous pores existing in the polymer reflect the favorable
capability of the hybrid polymer for entrapping liquid elec-
trolyte. On the basis of the SEM results, the hybrid PMA/PEG
(65/35) was selected to prepare the polymer gel electrolyte
in this work.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the ionic
conductivity of the polymer gel electrolytes. At 25 °C, the
ionic conductivity of the PMA/PEG-based polymer gel elec-
trolyte is 2.1 mS cm-1 and increases with temperature
because transportation of the ions becomes faster at higher

temperature. The data in Figure 7 can be fitted well by the
Arrhenius equation (eq 1):

σ(T ))A exp(-Ea

kBT ) (1)

where A is a constant, Ea is the activation energy, kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
The activation energy of the PMA/PEG-based electrolyte is
calculated to be 16.94 kJ mol-1, which is comparable to the
value reported for polymer gel electrolyte systems (31). It
can be seen from Figure 7 that the presence of PEG can
increase the ionic conductivity. At 25 °C, the ionic conduc-
tivity of the PMA-based polymer gel electrolyte is 1.9 mS
cm-1, lower than that of the PMA/PEG-based electrolyte. The
corresponding activation energy is 18.99 kJ mol-1, which is
larger than that of the PMA/PEG-based hybrid polymer gel
electrolyte and thus indicates inferior ionic conduction.

Figure 8a shows the cyclic voltammograms of the poly-
mer gel electrolyte measured at different temperatures. The
characteristic diffusion-limiting currents, due to the transport
of the ionic carriers from one electrode to the other through
the whole electrolyte, are observed at both positive and
negative potentials. Because of the large excess of I- in the
electrolyte, the current is mainly limited by the diffusion of
I3

- (32, 33). It is known that the diffusion-limiting current
density, Jlim, is proportional to the diffusion constant of I3

-,
Dapp:

Jlim )
2nFC0Dapp

d
(2)

where n ) 2 is the electron-transfer number required for the
reduction of triiodide to iodide, C0 is the bulk concentration
of the triiodide ions, d is the distance between two elec-

FIGURE 5. Effect of (a) the EC content and (b) the LiI concentration on the ionic conductivity of the polymer gel electrolyte.

FIGURE 6. SEM images of the polymer samples after liquid electro-
lyte extraction: (a) PMA without PEG; (b) PMA/PEG (80/20); (c) PMA/
PEG (65/35).

FIGURE 7. Temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity of the
polymer gel electrolytes containing 27 wt % of PMA/PEG (green
squares) or pure PMA (red triangles), 0.6 M LiI, and 0.06 M I2 in a
mixed solvent of EC/PC with a mass ratio of 8/2.
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trodes, and F is Faraday’s constant. Considering that all of
the I2 added to the electrolyte is converted to I3

- (C0 ) 0.06
M) (33), the Dapp values of I3

- at different temperatures are
yielded. For the PMA/PEG-based electrolyte, Dapp is 2.3 ×
10-6 cm2 s-1 at 25 °C and increases to 4.9 × 10-6 cm2 s-1

at 60 °C. The temperature dependence of Dapp can also be
described by the Arrhenius equation (eq 1), as shown in
Figure 8b (34). For the pure PMA-based polymer gel elec-
trolyte, the Jlim value is lower than that of the PMA/PEG-based
polymer gel electrolyte (Figure 8a), and the determined Dapp

is 1.7 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 at 25 °C, which is also lower than that
of the hybrid gel electrolyte.

Photovoltaic Performance of Quasi-Solid-State
Solar Cells Sensitized by TPAR4 and TC4. For the
quasi-solid-state DSCs with the low-fluidity electrolyte, the
electron collection yield is low because of the short electron
diffusion length in the TiO2 film (35, 36). Reducing the
thickness of the TiO2 film permits more electrons to be
collected by the FTO before recombination by triiodide ions
in the electrolyte (19, 36). However, a thinner TiO2 film

would incur a lower amount of adsorbed dye and limited
absorption of incoming light. Organic dyes with a high molar
extinction coefficient help to compensate for the lower
optical incidence depth of the thin photoanode (19). At λmax,
the molar extinction coefficients of TPAR4 and TC4 are
36 400 (461) and 26 900 M-1 cm-1 (425 nm), respectively
(21, 22), which are much higher than those of the ruthenium
complexes such as N3 (14 200 M-1 cm-1 at 538 nm) and
N719 (14 700 M-1 cm-1 at 535 nm) (37). Hence, it is
anticipated that TPAR4 and TC4 would be beneficial for
application in quasi-solid-state DSCs. In this study, we
employ the metal-free organic dyes TPAR4 and TC4 and the
PMA/PEG hybrid polymer gel electrolyte to construct quasi-
solid-state DSCs.

Figure 9 depicts the correlation between the nanocrys-
talline TiO2 film thickness and the photovoltaic performance
of the DSCs assembled with the PMA/PEG hybrid polymer
gel electrolyte and TPAR4 or TC4. The thickness of the TiO2

film has a similar effect on the photovoltaic parameters,

FIGURE 8. (a) Diffusion-limiting currents and (b) diffusion constant of I3- at different temperatures for the PMA/PEG-based polymer gel
electrolyte (25 °C, black; 40 °C, red; 50 °C, green; 60 °C, blue). For comparison, the diffusion-limiting current of the PMA-based polymer gel
electrolyte is also depicted in part a (25 °C, orange).

FIGURE 9. Normalized photovoltaic performance of quasi-solid-state solar cells sensitized by TPAR4 (red triangles) and TC4 (green squares)
as a function of the nanocrystalline TiO2 film thickness: (a) open-circuit voltage; (b) short-circuit photocurrent density; (c) fill factor; (d) energy
conversion efficiency.
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including the normalized open-circuit voltage (Voc; Figure 9a),
short-circuit photocurrent density (Jsc; Figure 9b), fill factor
(FF; Figure 9c), and energy conversion efficiency (Figure 9d),
for both the TPAR4- and TC4-based cells. It can be observed
that Voc and FF decrease with an increase in the film
thickness while the Jsc curve displays a volcano shape. The
increase of the film thickness can augment the surface area
of the photoanode and provide additional charge-recombi-
nation sites, consequently lowering their quasi-Fermi level
and reducing Voc (19, 36). The decrease of FF with increasing
thickness is mainly ascribed to the increased transport
resistance of electrons in the TiO2 particles (19, 33). The
maximum η value is attained at a film thickness of 8 µm,
which is thinner than that of DSCs assembled with the same
dye and liquid-state electrolyte (optical thickness of 14 µm;
see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Thus, the TiO2

film thickness of these quasi-solid-state DSCs is optimized
as 8 µm.

The photocurrent density-voltage (I-V) curves of the
PMA/PEG-based quasi-solid-state solar cells sensitized by
TPAR4 (cell A) and TC4 (cell B) illuminated at a light intensity
of 80 mW cm-2 and in the dark are displayed in Figure 10.
For comparison, I-V curves of the pure PMA-based quasi-
solid-state solar cells sensitized by TPAR4 (cell C) and TC4
(cell D) measured under the same conditions are also
presented in Figure 10. The detailed photovoltaic perfor-
mance parameters of Voc, Jsc, FF, and η under various light
intensities are summarized in Table 1. For both dyes, the
presence of PEG can obviously improve the photovoltaic
performance in terms of increased Voc, Jsc, and η, as com-
pared to that of the pure PMA-based electrolyte.

As mentioned above, PEG can be adsorbed onto the TiO2

surface through Ti r O bonds and can suppress back
electron transfer from TiO2 to I3

- (16), consequently raising
the quasi-Fermi level of the conduction band electrons in the
TiO2 film and increasing Voc. The increase of Jsc is due to the
improvement of σ and Dapp, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. As
a result, the η value is improved from 1.72% (cell C) to
2.47% (cell A) for a TPAR4-sensitized solar cell and from
3.17% (cell D) to 4.71% (cell B) for a TC4-sensitized solar
cell. The dark current is generally used to estimate the extent
of back electron transfer (38). The suppression effect of PEG
on back electron transfer can be clearly seen from the dark
current in Figure 10b. For both cells containing PEG in the
electrolyte, the dark currents are remarkably lower than
those without PEG at the same potential.

It should be noted that TPAR4 and TC4 exhibit different
photovoltaic performances in the assembled PMA/PEG-
based quasi-solid-state solar cells (Figure 10 and Table 1).
For cell B, a more negative lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital level of dye and a lower back reaction rate at the TiO2/
electrolyte interface between the injected electrons and I3

-

together result in higher Jsc as well as Voc (discussed in the
Supporting Information). The OCVDs and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis showed that cell B
exhibited the longer electron lifetime and that the TiO2

conduction band edge negatively shifted (25 mV) because
of adsorption of TC4. These results further explained the
superior photovoltaic performance of cell B to that of cell A
(Figures S3-S5 in the Supporting Information).

Because the quasi-solid-state solar cells assembled with
TC4 and the PMA/PEG-based hybrid polymer gel electrolyte
(cell B) show the best photovoltaic performances, we further
test their long-term stability following previously reported
procedures (27). Cell B was sealed by Surlyn films and stored
at 60 °C for 1000 h in the dark. Figure 11 presents the
evolution of the conversion efficiency of the sealed cell. The
conversion efficiency increased in the beginning stage be-
cause of the increase of Jsc, which was caused by penetration
of the electrolyte through the dye-coated nanoporous TiO2

electrode (14). After a stabilizing period, the conversion
efficiency almost retained its initial value for 1000 h at the
testing temperature of 60 °C. The considerable efficiency
and excellent long-term stability of cell B reveal that the
development of this type of organic-dye-sensitized quasi-
solid-state solar cell is promising for commercial applications.

FIGURE 10. (a) Photocurrent density-voltage curves of cell A (red line), cell B (green line), cell C (red dashed line), and cell D (green dashed
line) illuminated at a light intensity of 80 mW cm-2 and (b) dark current.

Table 1. Detailed Photovoltaic Performance
Parameters of Voc, Jsc, FF, and η under Various Light
Intensities

light intensity/mW cm-2 Voc/V Jsc/mA cm-2 FF η/%

cell A 30 0.602 1.7 0.69 2.35
50 0.618 2.9 0.67 2.40
80 0.633 4.8 0.65 2.47

100 0.640 6.3 0.60 2.42
cell B 30 0.661 3.9 0.67 5.76

50 0.676 5.8 0.65 5.10
80 0.687 9.3 0.59 4.71

100 0.691 10.5 0.52 3.77
cell C 80 0.571 4.5 0.67 1.72
cell D 80 0.640 7.5 0.66 3.17
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CONCLUSIONS
Quasi-solid-state DSCs were successfully fabricated using

the PMA/PEG-based polymer gel electrolyte and tripheny-
lamine-based organic dyes TPAR4 and TC4. The PMA/PEG
hybrid polymer gel is beneficial to the entrapment of a large
volume of liquid electrolyte. The electrolyte gelatinized by
the hybrid PMA/PEG exhibits considerable ionic conductivity
and a triiodide ionic diffusion constant. By optimization of
the electrolyte composition and TiO2 film thickness, the
fabricated quasi-solid-state solar cells sensitized by TC4
achieve an overall energy conversion efficiency of 5.76%
at a light intensity of 30 mW cm-2. The presence of PEG in
the electrolyte is found to obviously increase the ionic
conductivity and the energy conversion efficiency. The high
efficiency and excellent long-term stability of the quasi-solid-
state DSCs assembled with metal-free organic dye TC4 and
the PMA/PEG hybrid gel electrolyte indicate that they are
promising for industrialization.
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FIGURE 11. Evolution of the conversion efficiency of the quasi-solid-
state DSC assembled with TC4 and the PMA/PEG hybrid polymer gel
electrolyte. The cell is stored at 60 °C for 1000 h in the dark.
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